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ABSTRACT: Surface modification of inorganic nanoparticles is critical for the quality and performance of pigments, cosmetics, and
composite materials. We covered the titanium dioxide nanoparticles’ surface with 2-(acetoacetoxy) ethyl methacrylate, a
polymerizable chelating agent. Through the in situ polymerization procedure, this molecule’s β-ketoester moiety quickly coordinated
with the metal atoms on titanium dioxide nanoparticles, and its methacrylate group formed homogeneous coating layers. This
coating layer significantly reduced the photocatalytic activity of titanium dioxide nanoparticles and prevented their aggregation. This
nanoparticle dispersion showed low viscosity up to the solid content of 60% (w/w) in the liquid dispersant. As a result, it increased
the UV screening performance and dispersion stability. Additionally, this coating layer widened the absorption spectrum of titanium
dioxide and could change the color of nanoparticles from pale yellow to brown. It can also be helpful for cosmetic applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
The annual production of inorganic sunscreen agents, such as
titanium dioxide and zinc oxide, according to the exposure
increment of ultraviolet wavelength to the earth’s surface, has
been increasing for decades.1,2 Among those, titanium dioxide
nanoparticles (TiO2 NPs) have been most widely utilized as an
ultraviolet wavelength (UV) screening material to prevent
photodegradation of various commercial products, including
polymers, textile, paint, personal care products, and cosmet-
ics.1−8 However, the strong aggregation and sedimentation
properties make TiO2 NPs hard to disperse and stabilize in
dispersing media with high content.9−11 Furthermore, the high
level of the chemical potential can make TiO2 NPs produce
reactive oxygen species (ROS) under UV irradiation.
Generated hydroxy radicals and superoxide anions can induce
inflammatory responses and degradation of lipid molecules in
the skin tissue.12,13 Therefore, modulation of surface properties
of TiO2 NPs for ensuring dispersion stability and safety is a
significant issue for making consumer products.

Instead of surface modification, using surfactants and
polymers as physical stabilizers in dispersion media can retard
the creation of nanoparticle aggregates and increase dispersion
viscosity. However, the feed ratio of stabilizers vastly increases

proportionally to the TiO2 NP amount and their size
distribution, wherein a higher stabilizer content tends to
lower the solid content of the dispersion.14,15 Similarly, the UV
screening performance of inorganic nanoparticles, represented
as a sun screening protection factor (SPF), is affected by
nanoparticle dispersion stability.16,17 Therefore, a large portion
of surfactants and stabilizers is inevitably used for cosmetic
formulations, but they also can lower skin texture and irritate
the skin.18,19

ROS cause the deterioration of proteins, lipids, and even
DNA and disturb cell signaling.20,21 In previous studies,
encapsulating TiO2 NPs with silica or polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) has been suggested to reduce ROS generation and
enhance dispersion stability in liquid media. Although the
optical property of PMMA and silica did not lower the UV
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screening effect of TiO2 NPs and could reduce the generation
of ROS,1,22 conformal surface coating of inert TiO2 NPs
without binding molecules is still challenging. Moreover, it was
reported that a high ROS generation level was detected from
silica-alumina-coated TiO2 NPs.23,24

Therefore, this report introduced a newly developed
nanothickness dense polymer coating method on the TiO2
NPs. 2-(acetoacetoxy)ethyl methacrylate (AAEMA). It can
make low viscous nanoparticle dispersion at a high solid
content with minimized ROS generation without additional
binding molecules. AAEMA is a polymerizable chelating agent
molecule with a reactive methylene moiety and a ketoester
chelating group. It has been used to make copolymers with
acylates and styrene and to crosslink in adhesives and
sealants.25,26 Unlike the nonspecific adhesion of dopamine,
the adhesion property of AAEMA is site-specific like other
natural metal-chelating agents, polyphenols.27,28 After radical
polymerization, the AAEMA polymer (p-AAEMA) can be
postcrosslinked at room temperature via ketoester groups. It
can enhance the weatherability, hydrolytic stability, and low
water absorbency of a copolymer.29 However, we utilized
ketoester groups of AAEMA monomer molecules to make a
strong coordination bond onto the TiO2 NP surface, and it can
be polymerized as a conformal coating layer by a batch process.
This coordination-polymerization procedure is a facile way to
form a conformal coating layer onto various metal oxide
nanoparticles. Rheological properties of p-AAEMA-coated
TiO2 NPs, optical characteristics, and sun protection factor
values were also evaluated for topical applications.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Synthesis and Characterization. As described in

schematic illustration (Scheme 1), the β-ketoester group of

AAEMA molecules can form a coordination bond with a
titanium atom on TiO2 NPs. The other reactive group of this
monomer, ethyl methacrylate, can readily be polymerized.32

When the bare TiO2 NPs dispersed in toluene were mixed with
AAEMA at room temperature, the color changed instantly
from white to pale yellow or light brown. This characteristic
chelating color represents the chelation of AAEMA monomers
with titanium atoms.33 We examined various organic solvents
as reaction media. Because the monomer adsorption kinetic on
TiO2 NPs in solvents follows the Freundlich adsorption
isotherm, high AAEMA miscibility in a solvent decreases
adsorption onto the TiO2 NP surface.34,35 As shown in Figure
S1a, the color of TiO2 NPs and AAEMA (computational log
Po/w = 0.8) mixture in polar aprotic and protic media such as
methanol (log Po/w = −0.74), ethyl acetate (log Po/w = 0.7),

and ethanol (log Po/w = 0.24) showed a weak intensity. In
comparison, it showed strong color intensity in nonpolar
media such as toluene (log Po/w = 2.8) and xylene (log Po/w =
3.0). We also could get higher production yield when we used
nonpolar solvents (Figure S1b). Therefore, we determined that
the AAEMA monomer solubility of dispersion media affected
the thickness of coating layers after polymerization.
2.2. FT-IR Analysis. The FT-IR absorption spectra of the

bare TiO2 NPs, pure AAEMA monomers, and their mixture
are shown in Figure 1a. After monomer mixing with bare TiO2,

two peaks appeared at 1602 and 1509 cm−1. They are ascribed
to the band of stretching vibrations of ν (C�O) and ν (C�
C) of the enolic form of the β-ketoesters bridged to titanium
atoms.36 After polymerization, the distinctive ν (C�C,
methacrylate) peak of the AAEMA monomer almost
disappeared at a wavelength of 1634 cm−1. As the feed ratio
of the AAEMA monomer increased, the absorption band near
1721 cm−1, which is assigned to the carbonyl groups (C�O,
stretching), gradually increased (Figure 1b).37−39

2.3. Thermal Degradation Analysis. Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) determined the coating amount of p-AAEMA
on TiO2 nanoparticles under nitrogen. Thermograms of p-
AAEMA-coated TiO2 nanoparticles (T1A1, T1A2, T1A3) and
bare TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in Figure 2a. The expected
maximum weight loss of p-AAEMA in surface-coated TiO2
nanoparticles with a monomer-to-nanoparticle feed ratio of 1/
1 (T1A1) was about 6.5 wt %, and 1/2 (T1A2), 1/3 (T1A3)
samples were 30 and 35 wt %. On the other hand, the weight

Scheme 1. Illustration of p-AAEMA Coating on TiO2
Nanoparticles

Figure 1. (a) FT-IR spectrum of bare TiO2 NPs and the AAEMA
monomer, (b) FT-IR spectrum of p-AAEMA-coated samples with
varied monomer feed ratios (T1A1, T1A2, and T1A3).
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loss of bare TiO2 nanoparticles was 2.9% by weight. Therefore,
we determined that the p-AAEMA coating amount was not
linearly proportional to the feeding amount of the AAEMA
monomer. As shown in Figure S2, we found a few p-AAEMA-
coated TiO2 NP aggregates at the bottom of the reactor at feed
ratios 1/2 and 1/3. It was suspected that an excess amount of
AAEMA in the solvent could induce nanoparticular aggrega-
tion during polymerization.
2.4. Diffuse Reflectance Analysis. In Figure S1c, the

color of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs was graded according to
the monomer feed ratio to TiO2 NPs. Figure 2b shows the
diffuse reflectance spectra of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs
samples with given monomer feed ratios. Compared to bare
TiO2 NPs, the diffuse reflectance of these surface-coated NPs
indicated a significant decrease in blue and green wavelength
absorption. We suspected that this reflection decrease of the
400−550 nm band is due to charge transfer via ligand-to-metal
coordination formation.40 The UV−vis absorption peak of the
AAEMA monomer is located below 300 nm (Figure S3), and
the amount of AAEMA could not consistently impact the
absorption of 400 to 550 nm of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs.
2.5. Photocatalytic Activity. When exposed to UV light,

the reactive oxygen species generated by titanium dioxide
nanoparticles can damage cells and tissues by their photo-
catalytic property. It is controlled by various factors such as
particle size, surface area, crystal structure, and surface
properties.41,43 In most cases, surface treatment, including
polymer encapsulation, can enhance dispersion stability and

biocompatibility, but photocatalytic activity is also stabilized or
enhanced by preventing particle aggregation.44,45 However, the
p-AAEMA coating surface resisted oxygen radical generation
and particle aggregation.

The amount of hydroxy radical generated by the rutile phase
TiO2 NPs under UV light was measured by terephthalic acid
assay. The fluorescent emission peak around 430 nm for 2-
hydroxyterephthalic acid indicated the concentration of
hydroxy radicals. As shown in Figure 3a, the bare TiO2 NPs

generated hydroxy radicals at a concentration of 2.8 ± 0.08
nmol mL−1, but p- AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs (T1A1) showed
an increased radical amount at a concentration of 4.07 ± 0.04
nmol mL−1. In comparison, T1A2 and T1A3 having a thicker
coating p-AAEMA layer suppressed radical generation at a
concentration of 1.5 ± 0.31 nmol mL−1 for T1A2 and 0.3 ±
0.07 nmol mL−1 for T1A3. The increase of radical generation
by T1A1 can be due to the widening of the absorption

Figure 2. (a) TGA thermogram and (b) diffuse reflectance of bare
TiO2 and p-AAEMA-coated samples with monomer feed ratios
(T1A1, T1A2, and T1A3).

Figure 3. (a) Hydroxy radical concentration of bare TiO2 NPs and p-
AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs with varied feed ratios. (b) Radical
scavenging efficiency of the AAEMA monomer. (c) Photocatalytic
degradation of methylene blue.
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spectrum of ligand−metal charge transfer (LCST) via the
coordination of AAEMA and titanium atoms.40

On the contrary, the significantly lowered radical amount of
T1A2 and T1A3 was due to the free β-ketoester moieties
within the p-AAEMA coating layer. The radical scavenging
effect of β-ketoester groups was previously reported in other
research studies.41 We also confirmed the radical scavenging
activity of the AAEMA monomer by DPPH absorbance with
IC50 of 0.41 mM in Figure 3b. In addition, because the
absorption of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs around 400 nm can
affect the absorption intensity of 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid,
we examined the photocatalytic activity of the surface-coated
TiO2 NPs (T1A2) comparing with the bare TiO2 with
methylene blue (Figure 3c). As a result, the absorption
intensity of MB with bare TiO2 NPs decreased rapidly under
UV irradiation, but p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs scarcely
lowered. We also confirmed that the AAEMA monomer’s
absorption did not change MB’s absorption intensity with and
without UV exposure (Figure S4). As a result, we could
determine a critical amount of p-AAEMA coating that can
reduce the radical generation of TiO2 NPs under UV
irradiation.
2.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy. p-AAEMA

coating via titanium atoms could be more efficient against
surface modification via hydroxyl groups with a coupling agent.
Chien-Hou et al. reported that the density of surface hydroxyl
groups of commercial TiO2 NPs (Degussa P25, Ishihara ST-
01) was 4.8∼5.3/nm2 by TGA analysis.42 Although the
hydroxyl group density of TiO2 NPs differs by their crystalline
phase, the average number of surface titanium atoms
outnumbers the number of terminal hydroxyl groups. As
shown in Figure 4, the p-AAEMA could get high coverage of
the TiO2 NP surface (Figure 4c−h) compared with the coating
layer morphology of aluminum hydroxide and fatty acid on
commercial TiO2 NPs (Figure 4i,j). This coating layer’s
thickness varied from 1.5 to 5.5 nm along with a monomer to
nanoparticle mixing ratio (wt/wt). A higher monomer feeding
ratio produced thicker coating layers.
2.7. Rheological Study. 2.7.1. Particle Size Stability. The

average particle size of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs (T1A1,
T1A2, T1A3) and bare TiO2 NPs samples dispersed in DI
water at pH = 10 was measured once every four days by
dynamic light scattering analysis. The average particle size of

bare TiO2 NPs significantly increased than that of p-AAEMA
coated ones (Figure 5a). Because β-ketoester groups of the p-

AAEMA can be easily protonated at basic conditions, surface
charges of p-AAEMA-covered TiO2 NPs were much higher
than bare ones (Figure 5b). It is also helpful to utilize a typical
polyacrylate thickener for cosmetic formulations because this
highly negatively charged coating layer can reduce the strong
interaction of TiO2 nanoparticles with polymer chains (Figure
S5).

2.7.2. Dispersion Stability. The dispersion stability of the
bare TiO2 NPs and p-AAEMA coated NPs dispersed in a
squalane and 1,3-butylene glycol was monitored for 24 h by
Turbiscan. Nanoparticle aggregation and sedimentation rate
can be evaluated by transmission and backscattering differ-
ences in sample dispersions. As illustrated in Figure 6a,e, bare
TiO2 NP dispersion transmission progressively increased for
24 h in both solvents, representing fast settlement of NPs.
Figure 6b,f also shows the rapid increase of bare TiO2 NP
dispersion backscattering due to the significant particle
aggregation. In comparison, the transmission of p-AAEMA-
coated nanoparticle dispersion was hardly changed in both

Figure 4. TEM images of bare TiO2 NPs (a, b) and p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs with varied feed ratios. T1A1 (c, d), T1A2 (e, f), and T1A3 (g, h).
Commercial TiO2 NPs (ST-485SA15) coated with aluminum hydroxide and stearic acid (i, j).

Figure 5. Average particle size change with time (a) and the surface
charge of TiO2 NP samples in DI water (pH = 10) (b).
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media (Figure 7c,g), and the increase of backscattering was
also decelerated (Figure 7d,h). Due to the viscosity difference
of the dispersion medium, the sedimentation and aggregation

rate of bare TiO2 NPs was much slower in squalane than in
1,3-butylene glycol.

2.7.3. Dispersion Viscosity. The viscosity of bare TiO2 NPs
and surface-coated NP samples dispersed in a saturated
hydrocarbon oil (squalane) was measured at 10, 20, 40, and
60% solid contents. Above the 20 percent of solid content, bare
TiO2 NP dispersion viscosity sharply increased, forming a
colloidal gel network. In comparison, the viscosity of p-
AAEMA coated TiO2 NP dispersion samples marginally
changed along with solid content increase. At 60% of solid
content, T1A1 dispersion showed around 4000 cps, and T1A2
and T1A3 samples showed much lower viscosity (Figure 6a).
The spreadability of surface-coated TiO2 NP dispersions also
increased along with NPs’ surface coating amount (Figure 6b).
2.8. Sun Protection Factor. The SPF values of T1A1 NPs

dispersed in squalane as hydrophobic media and 1, 3 butylene
glycol as hydrophilic liquid media are presented in Figure 8. It

showed a higher SPF value of 110 ± 25 in squalane and 135 ±
36 in 1,3-butylene glycol than that of the bare TiO2 NP
dispersion samples (78 ± 25 in squalane and 95 ± 25 in 1,3-
butylene glycol) at the same solid content of 33%. In
comparison, commercial TiO2 NPs (ST-485SA15 in squalane,
ST-410WB in 1,3-butylene glycol) of which surface modified
with stearic acid and aluminum hydroxide showed similar SPF
values (76 ± 15 in squalane, 93 ± 15 in 1,3-butylene glycol) to
the bare ones.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We synthesized a nanothickness organic uniform coating layer
on bare TiO2 NPs using a facile batch process with a
polymerizable chelating agent, AAEMA, capable of instant

Figure 6. Transmittance and backscattering profile differences of
TiO2 NP (0.5%) dispersions with time. Bare TiO2 NPs (a, b) and p-
AAEMA coated NPs (c, d) in squalane. Bare TiO2 nanoparticles (e,
f) and p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs (g, h) in 1, 3 butylene glycol.

Figure 7. (a) Viscosity of bare TiO2 NPs and p-AAEMA-coated NP
dispersion in hydrocarbon oil (squalane) at various concentrations.
(b) Spreadability of surface-coated TiO2 NP dispersions.

Figure 8. In vitro SPFs of TiO2 NPs samples; (a) p-AAEMA-coated
TiO2 NPs dispersed in squalene (SQ) and (b) in 1,3 butylene glycol
(BG), compared with bare TiO2 NPs and commercial TiO2 NPs
coated with stearic acid (ST-485SA15), and aluminum hydroxide
(ST-410WB).
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coordination and in situ polymerization. This surface coating
resulted in high cosmetics and pigment industry processibility,
fulfilling high dispersion stability and low viscosity of TiO2
NPs in polar and nonpolar dispersants without additional
stabilizers, even at over 50% solid content. Furthermore, the
radical scavenging effect caused by plenty of catechol-like
moieties in the coating layer prevents oxygen radical
generation, reducing the photocatalytic toxicity of TiO2 NPs.
This negatively charged coating layer can also prevent
electrostatic aggregation with conventional polyacrylate
thickeners and increases the absorption of visible green and
blue light, thereby reducing white cast and applying for various
skin tone corrections. However, although this coating layer
effectively prevents nanoparticle aggregation, the sedimenta-
tion of these high-density nanoparticles in low-viscosity media
could not be completely prevented. We suspect that this
coating efficiently reduces the interaction between the TiO2
nanoparticles, but it could also reduce the interaction between
the particle and dispersant molecules. Therefore, the attraction
between the particle and dispersant molecule needs to be
increased in further study.

4. METHODS
4.1. Materials. Rutile-phase titanium(IV) oxide nano-

powder (100 nm average size range, 99.5% purity) and
anatase-phase titanium(IV) oxide nanopowder (25 nm average
size range, 99.7% purity) were both purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (USA). Rutile-type commercial titanium dioxide
pigment nanopowder (ST-485SA15, 30∼150 nm size, Titan
Kogyo, Ltd., Japan) was donated by CHEMILAND
(Gyeonggi-do, Korea). 2-(Acetoacetoxy) ethyl methacrylate
(AAEMA, 95% purity), 2,2′-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN),
methylene blue, citric acid, and potassium hydroxide were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Squalane was purchased from Kishimoto Special Liver Oil
co., Ltd. (Japan), and all analytical-grade organic solvents were
purchased from Daejung Chemical (Gyeonggi-do, Korea).
4.2. Synthesis of the p-AAEMA Coating Layer. Bare

TiO2 NPs and AAEMA monomer mixture samples were
prepared with defined TiO2 and AAEMA weight ratios of 1:1
(T1A1), 1:2 (T1A2), and 1:3 (T1A3). Typically, 5 g of
AAMEA monomer was dissolved in 50 mL of toluene by a
sonication bath (Bransonic CPXH, Emerson, USA) for 15 min.
Then, 5 g of bare TiO2 NPs were dispersed in a monomer-
toluene solution, and coordination of AAMEA monomer onto
TiO2 NPs was carried out under sonication for 1 h. Before
temperature elevation, these sample mixtures were purged with
nitrogen gas under agitation for 1 h at ambient temperature.
Then in the presence of AIBN (0.02 mol/L), an in situ
polymerization was performed for 6 h at 80 °C with stirring at
500 rpm by a multifunctional reactor system (Carousel 6 Plus
reaction station, Radleys, UK). After polymerization, the
surface-coated TiO2 NPs were settled down by centrifugation
at 8000 rpm and washed three times with ethanol, and dried
under ambient conditions for 24 h. Before characterization, all
powder samples were finely ground using an agate mortar and
pestle.
4.3. Characteristics. Fourier-transform infrared spectros-

copy (FT-IR, FT/IR-4200, JASCO) analysis was performed to
identify the p-AAEMA coating layer on TiO2 NPs. FT-IR
spectra were collected at wavelengths between 650 and 4000
cm−1 wave numbers. The amounts of p-AAEMA coating on
TiO2 NPs were quantified using thermogravimetry (TGA,

SDT Q600, TA Instruments, USA) at a heating rate of 20 °C
min−1 in air under nitrogen flow 50 mL/min. The optical
property of p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs was measured by
diffuse reflectance spectrum analysis using a spectrophotom-
eter (Cary 500, Agilent, USA), and the color of each powder
sample was measured using a colorimeter (3nh technology,
NR60CP, China). Morphology of the bare TiO2 NPs and p-
AAEMA coated NPs (T1A1, T1A2, and T1A3) was identified
using a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai F20, FEI,
USA) at a 20 kV of acceleration voltage. Each sample was
prepared by dipping the carbon grid into a nanoparticle-
dispersed water droplet.
4.4. Hydroxy Radical Analysis. The terephthalic acid

assay measured hydroxy radical generated TiO2 NPs under UV
irradiation. 100 mM terephthalic acid was dissolved in 0.4 M
NaOH. 0.5 mL of sample solutions having 50 mg mL−1 p-
AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs were mixed with the same volume
of 100 mM terephthalic acid solution and compared with bare
TiO2 NPs. Each sample was exposed under a UV lamp (8 W)
for 20 min with magnetic stirring. The fluorescence intensity of
the UV-irradiated dispersion samples was measured by a
Microplate reader (Synergy HT, BioTek, USA) at 360 nm
excitation and 400 nm emission wavelength. Pure 2-
hydroxyterephthalic acid was used for making a calibration
curve of hydroxy radical concentration.
4.5. Radical Scavenging Activity. The radical scavenging

activity of AAEMA was measured according to the method of
Blois.30 1 mL of AAEMA was added to 3 mL of a DPPH
solution (0.2 mM in methanol). The decrease in the solution
absorbance was measured at 517 nm. The percentage of DPPH
radical scavenging activity was calculated using eq 1:

= ×A
A
A

Radical scavenging effect (%) 1000
1

0

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (1)

where A0 is the absorbance of the control, and A1 is the
absorbance of samples.
4.6. Photocatalytic Activity. The photocatalytic activities

of the p-AAEMA-coated anatase phase of TiO2 NPs were
investigated by observing the degradation of methylene blue
(MB) under UV light.31 0.4 g of surface-modified TiO2 NPs
was added into 160 mL of methylene blue solution (20 ppm),
and sonication was carried out for 10 min. Then, under the
irradiation of cross-positioned four UV lamps (254 nm, 8 W,
VILBER, France) at a 10 cm distance from the center point, 1
mL sample solution was taken out every 15 min for 1 h under
magnetic stirring. The collected sample suspensions were
centrifuged for 3 min at 12,000 rpm before performing the
absorption measurement at 664 nm by UV−vis spectroscopy
(OPTIZEN, Mecasys co LTD., Korea). The concentration of
MB in the supernatant solution was calculated according to the
following equation by Lambert−Beer’s law.

= × = ×C
C

A
A

Relative absortion ratio (%) 100 100
0

1

0
(2)

C0 is the MB concentration before UV exposure, and C is the
concentration obtained from each sample after UV irradiation.
Absorbance before UV radiation is A0, and after radiation is A1
at a given time.
4.7. Dispersion Stability Analysis. The dispersion

properties of the p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NPs were compared
with those of the bare TiO2 NPs in liquid media. The viscosity
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of the p-AAEMA-coated TiO2 NP dispersion and the bare
TiO2 NP dispersion at 10, 20, 40, and 60% (w/w) of
concentration in hydrophobic liquid media, squalane without
any additional stabilizers was measured using a Brookfield RH
viscometer at 20 rpm and 25 °C. The average particle size and
zeta potential were measured using a dynamic light scattering
analyzer (ELSZ-2000ZS, Otsuka Electronics, Japan). The
concentration of the nanoparticle dispersion samples for size
and zeta potential measurements was 0.01% (w/w), and they
were dispersed in DI water by ultrasonication. The average size
distribution of each sample was measured once a day, three
times at four-day intervals, and these zeta potential values of
the surface-modified nanoparticles were measured at a pH
value of 10. The sedimentation and aggregation of p-AAEMA-
coated TiO2 NPs (1 wt %) dispersed in hydrophilic liquid
media, 1, 3-butylene glycol were investigated using a dispersion
stability analyzer (Turbiscan Lab, Formulation, USA). Delta
transmission and backscattering profiles at 880 nm wavelength
were obtained once an hour for 24 h.
4.8. Sun Protection Factor. in-vitro SPF values were

measured using an in vitro sunscreen analyzer (UV-290AS,
Pro-Lite, UK). The suspension sample preparation was
followed as per ISO 24443:2012. A 33 mg nanoparticle
suspension, having 33 wt % of p-AAEMA coated TiO2 NPs in
squalane and 1, 3-butylene glycol, was evenly spread on a
sandblasted PMMA plate (47 × 47 × 1.5 mm, HELIO plate
HD6, France), and the average transmittance of UV irradiation
(n = 6) was measured from 290 to 400 nm at a step of 1 nm.
Collected data were analyzed by the analysis of variance test
and a significance level was p < 0.05.
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